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This Whitepaper provides information in connection to an opportunity for the acquisition of a security token

that will grant purchasers economic exposure to the lease contracts for individual Boda drivers / motorcycle

taxis in areas where BoB Eco Ltd, and or its daughter companies are active including all related business

coming from or necessary for the business as described in this whitepaper or on the website (www.BoB.eco).

This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus, an offering memorandum and/or other offering document

relating to the Issuer and has not been reviewed or approved by any financial regulator or securities

commission in any jurisdiction. Investing in Tokens involves several risks. There can be no assurance that

Token holders will be able to receive a payback of their capital or any positive returns on their purchase of

tokens. Prior to investing in Tokens, prospective purchasers should carefully consider the “Risk Factors”, which

despite not providing an exhaustive list or explanation of all the risks purchasers may face when investing in

Tokens. Prospective purchasers should consider carefully whether a purchase of Tokens is suitable for them

considering the information herein and their personal legal and financial circumstances. Unless otherwise

indicated or the context otherwise requires, all references in this Whitepaper to “Issuer”, “we”, “our”, “ours”, “us”

or similar terms refer to the Issuer.

DISCLAIMER

This Security Token Offering (“STO”) aims at raising funds to “tokenise” the assets of BoB Eco Ltd. located in

different parts of the World. Most of the assets will be located and explored in African countries due to

economic growth and the rising request for more logistical movement of people.  The STO aims to tap into both

the global base of liquidity allocated to Initial Coin Offerings (“ICO”) as well as regular investors in financial and

capital markets. This STO also intends to be fully compliant with any and all KYC/AML and tax obligations and

security regulations. Trading of the Tokens (as defined below) in the secondary market is expected to take

place in the near future. For prospective purchasers, the STO further brings a unique opportunity to access -

through a low-cost/tax- efficient structure - direct and innovative ways of using a Blockchain-based technology

asset known as the “BoB Coin” (the “Token” - BOBC)

ELIGIBILITY

BoB Eco Ltd. (“Issuer”) is company incorporated under the Hong Kong Law, subject to the provisions and

obligations related to Anti-Money Laundering (“AML”) and Know Your Customer (“KYC”) procedures of Hong

Kong, namely, the Proceeds of Crime Law (Revised) and the Anti-Money Laundering Regulations (Revised).

LEGAL DISCLOSURES
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This Whitepaper may contain estimates and forward-looking statements which are mainly based on the current

expectations and estimates of future events and trends that affect or may affect the business, financial

condition, results of operations, cash flows, liquidity, prospects and the envisaged valuation of the Tokens.

Although we believe that these estimates and forward-looking statements are based upon reasonable

assumptions, they are subject to many significant risks, uncertainties and are made in light of the current

available information. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they were made, and we do not

undertake the obligation to update publicly or to revise any forward-looking statements after we distribute this

document because of new information, future events or other factors. Considering the risks and uncertainties

described above, the forward-looking events and circumstances discussed in this document might not occur

and future results may be materially different from those expressed in or suggested by these forward-looking

statements. Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors

which may cause actual events or results, performance or achievements to differ materially from the estimates

or the results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements. These factors include, amongst others:

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
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changes in political, social, economic and stock or cryptocurrency market conditions, and the regulatory

environment in the countries in which the Issuer conducts its businesses and operations;

the risk that the Issuer may be unable to execute or implement its respective business strategy and future

plans;

changes in interest rates and exchange rates of fiat currencies and cryptocurrencies;

changes in the anticipated growth strategies and expected internal growth of the Issuer;

changes in the availability and salaries of employees who are required by the Issuer to operate their

respective businesses and operations;

changes in competitive conditions under which the Issuer operates, and the ability of the Issuer to

compete under such conditions;

changes in the future capital needs of the Issuer and the availability of financing and capital to fund such

needs;

war or acts of international or domestic terrorism;

occurrences of catastrophic events, natural disasters and acts of God that affect the businesses and/or

operations of the Issuer; and

other factors beyond the control of the Issuer.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

The Issuer disclaims any responsibility to update any of those forward-looking statements or publicly announce

any revisions to those forward-looking statements to reflect future developments, events or circumstances,

even if new information becomes available or other events occur in the future.



This Whitepaper includes technical, market and industry information and forecasts that have been obtained

from internal surveys, reports and studies, where appropriate, as well as market and academic research,

publicly available information and industry publications. Such surveys, reports, studies, market research,

publicly available information and publications generally state that the information that they contain has been

obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but there can be no assurance as to the accuracy or

completeness of such included information. Save for the Issuer and its respective directors, executive officers

and employees, no person has provided his or her consent to the inclusion of his or her name and/or other

information attributed or perceived to be attributed to such person in connection therewith in the Whitepaper

and no representation, warranty or undertaking is or purported to be provided as to the accuracy or

completeness of such information by such person, and such persons shall not be obliged to provide any

updates on said information. The Issuer has not conducted any independent review of the information

extracted from third-party sources, verified the accuracy or completeness of such information or ascertained the

underlying assumptions relied upon therein. Consequently, the Issuer makes no representation or warranty as

to the accuracy or completeness of such information and shall not be obliged to provide any updates on said

information.

ACCURACY OF INFORMATION, NO CONSENT OF PARTIES REFERENCED IN WHITEPAPER
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To facilitate a better understanding of the Tokens being offered for purchase by the Issuer, and the businesses

and operations of the Issuer, certain technical terms and abbreviations, as well as, in certain instances, their

descriptions, have been used in the Whitepaper. These descriptions and assigned meanings should not be

treated as being definitive of their meanings and may not correspond to standard industry meanings or usage.

Words importing the singular shall, where applicable, include the plural and vice versa and words importing the

masculine gender shall, where applicable, include the feminine and neuter genders and vice versa. References

to persons shall include corporations.

TERMS USED

No person has been or is authorised to give any information or representation not contained in the Whitepaper

in connection with the Issuer and its business and operations or the Tokens and, if given, such information or

representation must not be relied upon as having been authorised by or on behalf of the Issuer. The continuing

sale of Tokens shall not, under any circumstances, constitute a continuing representation or create any

suggestion or implication that there has been no change, or development reasonably likely to involve a material

change in the affairs, conditions and prospects of Issuer or in any statement of fact or information contained in

the Whitepaper since the date hereof.

Statements made in the Whitepaper are based on the law and practice at the date it was issued. Those

statements are therefore subject to change should that law or practice change. Under no circumstance does

the delivery of the Whitepaper or the sale of Tokens imply or represent that the affairs of the Issuer have not

changed since the date of the Whitepaper.

NO FURTHER INFORMATION OR UPDATE



Any applicants to the STO, either in a primary issuance or in the secondary market, will be subject to all

applicable KYC/AML policies that may be in place at the time of the purchase, being subject to periodic

assessment and routines in this regard. Failure to comply with the KYC/AML procedures and routines

applicable to the purchase of Tokens shall prevent the purchase of the Tokens or the imposition of sanctions on

purchasers, including the freeze of funds, mandatory cancellation or redemption of Tokens through our smart

contract or any other measure that the Issuer may deem appropriate to meet the applicable regulatory

requirements

KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER AND ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING POLICIES
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OVERVIEW

The fundamentals of BoB Eco Ltd.’s assets started in 2017 when the founders started providing micro credits to

individuals through Savings and Credit Co-Operatives (SACCOs) across emerging markets. With a focus on the

African markets, the pair harnessed extensive experience as they served the small-and-medium scale markets

and were further presented with a clear and proven opportunity to meet the large logistic needs of these

emerging markets and their respective growing populace.

In Kampala (Uganda) where BoB Eco is already active, there are about 200,000 registered motorcycle taxis,

popularly called Boda boda, Boda or Tuktuk. According to data collected from the United Nations Population

Division, Kampala has an estimated population of 1,353,189 as recorded in 2019 and as such, this populace are

in dire need of more motorcycle taxis, because it is the fastest means of movement amidst dense traffic, limited

four-wheelers’ routes and rough roads.

BoB (Blue Orange Boda) moved on to become a major participant in the Boda market of Kampala through the

provision of leasable quality and highly-maintained motorcycles with the option of lease-to-own. The project

wasn’t just aimed at benefiting from a prosperous market but aligns with the Government’s “Prosperity for All”

(PFA) programme which was created to empower the low-income earners or poor populace in have a

sustainable means of livelihood. Having successfully maintained operation for 4 years with 98.6% collected

lease-fees, we are confident and proud to say that BoB has a strong foundation in the motorcycle taxi market,

and now positioned to scale up at an accelerated pace.

Surprisingly, BoB has already kick-started its next phase of portfolio expansion which is poised to deliver an

eco-friendly and sustainable motorcycle taxi solution to the ever-growing African markets. The company has

also extended its partnerships to include auto-and-green technology manufacturers such as Green Bike HK and

Suzuki who have already completed our first set of Electric Motorcycles and immediately invested in BoB’s

equity through the provision of 600 electric motorcycles and loading stations as part of phase one investment

round. This non-cash transaction is part of the exclusivity contract between Supplier Suzuki who will exclusively

deliver BoB motorcycles for Bob Eco to all African countries.

In a bid to raise more funds for larger asset acquisition and operations, BoB Eco is launching a Security Token

Offering (STO) which relies on the blockchain technology for efficient and decentralised tokenisation of the

company’s assets and equity. This will further provide affordable opportunities to our project enthusiasts and

current participants which includes our community of riders.
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THE ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

Although electric motorcycles (e-motorcycles) are well-established in many parts of Asia, they are completely

assessed as new products and innovations in Africa’s emerging markets. To this end, this section will highlight

the economic implications of delivering BoB Eco’s e-motorcycles and operational standards to the target

market.

The company is positioned to adopt a technology and operational model that is driven towards green and

sustainable innovations, yielding our new electric-powered motorcycles. Besides noise pollution, BoB Eco

would be able to dramatically reduce fine particles and greenhouse gas emissions and improve the health

 standards of its market populace and region, as electric motors are non-polluting and 3-4 times more efficient

than fuel motors. With our e-motorcycles and operational experience and testimonials from associated parties,

advocates of greener economies will find BoB Eco as a more reliable and already-operating partner in

implementing their goals of carbon-reduction and supporting the fight against climate change.

SUSTAINABILITY

The cost of recharging a battery is definitely less than the purchase of fuel (PMS). The difference in the cost of

running these engines will attract more riders to opt for e-motorcycles, thereby increasing their income through

reduction in running-cost. In terms of acquisition cost, BoB Eco already has an active lease-to-own business

model which makes it possible for more participants to access BoB’s motorcycles with the option of spreading

purchase-payments across two years.

COST EFFECTIVENESS

From our years of operation in Africa, the management team further realised the need for motorcycles spare-

parts due to the poor state of roads, and this has been considered to be a significant challenge in regions where

BoB is active. Hence, the company moved on to collaborate with the most used motorcycle brand in the region

which is the 1984 Suzuki AX 100 or successive models. For these motorcycles, riders can readily find spare

parts at every street-corner of emerging markets in the Sub-Saharan.

MAINTAINABILITY
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The operations of motorcycle taxis in African markets do not exist without reports of criminalities, recklessness

and other threats to human safety in the region. The coming of BoB and its mode of operation has helped in

easing fears and suspicions targeted at motorcycle taxis riders. This is made possible through the

implementation of extensive know-your-customer (KYC) strategies, giving us a community of responsible,

business-oriented and educated riders. As we operate across multiple cities, we are sure to have evenly

distributed risks with hard assets which can be followed and even recovered through our irremovable GPS

systems mounted on every motorcycle.

SECURITY

Educating the target populace of an available opportunity can go a long way in helping understand the impact

of their contribution and range of benefit to expect. Also, education helps in building a stronger community

around a specific product or service. The BoB Eco Programme will therefore, maintain transparency to help all

investors learn the science of investing through lots of training presentations which will be offered in simple

and various languages. These trainings and presentations will be given during planned webinars where each

participant will be provided with clear explanations of available investment opportunities and processes offered

by BoB Eco. Questions and requests will be entertained during the quarterly planned meetings which will be

announced on the company’s official website (www.bob.eco).

EDUCATION

Our Current Market & Operations

One of the largest advantages of BoB Eco is its broad experience in the running of local SACCOs through which

the founders have been providing “micro credits” since 2017. These Sacco's currently are daughter entities of

Bob Eco Ltd. The outcomes of past operations have shown a clear and stable return of funds up to 98.6% of all

provided loans. Through the first 4 years, we clearly discovered that the most profitable and impactful service

offerings were loans provided for Boda riders. The provided loans were all paid back on time (reaching 98.6%)

and we were able to help our customers generate prosperity and encourage new customers to start as

individual Boda drivers as well.

We leveraged the chance of leasing motorcycles or Bodas as soon as we discovered the opportunity and were

able to start a meaningful mission across disadvantaged areas where our offices are located. We truly brought

an industry to live and stirred up the local economy with the anticipation of having new solutions to logistical

needs spurred by economic growth. On the other hand, it is known that risk factors increase with expansion of

service coverage as more participants or customers are coming on-board. Hence, it is important to mention that

each individual lessee has 7 guarantors signing for its lease obligations and this makes it possible to diversify

and offset risks.



The social impact of our services brings-in more motivation to the team and adds inestimable value to our

operations across target regions, where we ensure that the welfare of host communities and disadvantaged

areas are improved to a significant extent.
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With its strategy and vision, BoB Eco is creating a new market for e-mobility in Africa by selling electric

motorcycles on a lease-to-own model, completed with a full course for the owner to run a healthy business, as

well as provide access to a developed app which will generate customers for the new entrepreneur. Alongside

the expansion of its network of offices, BoB Eco also plans to build a network of solar charging stations.

To operate efficiently and stay competitive, drivers can lease motorcycles with a payment period of two years to

reach full ownership. Affordable weekly fees, free battery recharging and free maintenance services are also put

in place to significantly increase the drivers’ revenue and demonstrate the value of our new products.

Together with its supplier Green Bike HK, BoB helped the R&D department of the Suzuki factory based in

Shandong Province in China factory to develop a full electric version of the Suzuki AX 100 motorcycle, meeting

all local necessities for which BoB received exclusivity in the African Market.

BoB Eco is also leveraging the Blockchain technology to optimally harness its ecosystem of distributed

sustainable assets and bolster participation across the company’s wealth-creation platforms. BoB Eco will

further issue its security token to give participants the chance to own fractions of the company’s overall

portfolio.

Already, our supplier the the Greenbike Ltd has become the first participant of our Token program by acquiring

BoB tokens through offering, together with the Suzuki factory, the first 600 motorcycles and loading stations in

a non-cash transaction are full-filled in phase 1 bringing our total number of BoB motorcycles over 1.000.
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Our Expansion Projects

TOKENISATION 
OF ASSETS

PROVISION OF
ELECTRIC BODAS

ADVANCE INVESTMENT
OFFERINGS

EXPAND FOOTPRINT
GLOBALLY



BoB Eco Ltd. is offering the public an opportunity to establish a sustainable passive or active investment

portfolio through the acquisition of the company’s equity as represented in its security token or coin. With the

adoption of Blockchain technology, BoB Eco is given the ability to tokenise its broad assets and equity to

deliver affordable and instantaneous fractions, improving participation and making the path to success more

transparent and easier for all members of the company’s ecosystem. The BoB Eco Programme is being

launched to transparently help all investors learn the science of investing accompanied by lots of trainings and

presentations which will be delivered in simple and understandable languages.
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Equity Participation Through Asset Tokenisation

A Blockchain is a decentralised and immutable public database of transactions. The database is organised by

connecting a chain of blocks together where each block contains a group of transactions and the blocks are

ordered chronologically and linked together, using cryptographic hashes. Large quantities of computational

resources must be expended to create each block, and each one contains the previous block’s hash to

establish a chain.

One of the earliest uses of a Blockchain was in the creation of Bitcoin. It was the first digital currency following

the ideas set out in a whitepaper written by Satoshi Nakamoto. Bitcoin’s Blockchain maintains a complete

ownership history of every of its cryptocurrency unit ever created and uses different computer technologies -

developed over the years - to guarantee its safety. The underlying Blockchain technology enabled highly-

efficient transactions to take place between pseudo-anonymous individuals. For the first time in the digital

realm, people could place their trust in technology when transacting, rather than turning to an intermediary.

After the popularisation of Bitcoin (mainly related to its price increase during the years of 2014-2017), hundreds

of start-ups have emerged using Blockchain in a variety of new and innovative ways. Examples include: (i)

facilitating bank settlements, (ii) creating markets for unused computer resources, and (iii) prediction and

wagering platforms. One of the most widely used projects based on the Blockchain technology is Ethereum9,

which uses a concept of virtual quasi-Turing machine called the EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine), and a high-

level programming language - called Solidity - to facilitate the creation of smart contracts.

Entrepreneurs then realised that if they coupled Blockchain technologies with smart contracts, they could build

decentralised applications (Apps) for all types of processes. In order to fund development of these Apps,

developers had to setup fundraising programs that enable the issuance of non-asset backed cryptocurrency or

digital tokens, designed to be utilised on the App itself or in an ecosystem or platform created by the developer

as “utility tokens”. This form of fundraising was termed an Initial Coin Offering (ICO). However, as several ICO

projects have failed to deliver or have been tarnished by people with bad intentions,, the demand for utility

tokens has decreased. Instead, consumers are now looking for tokens with real substance for their digital

investments. As a security token offering or STO offers a token with the promise of a return (by way of profits,

assets or both) as opposed to the promise of utility, purchasers of such tokens are better protected from project

failure or fraud.

SECURITY TOKENS
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The BoB Coin (BOBC) is a security token embodying a defined equity capital participation share of that moment

and the future profits and assets. The innovative model of The BoB Coin Program brings the best of both

worlds, combining the flexibility and freedom of a distributed Blockchain-based asset simultaneously with

tangible real-life businesses.

BoB Coin has been designed and developed as a real-business equity capital participation share token of BoB

Eco Ltd. By doing so, the BoB Coin Program resolves an essential deficiency in the crypto-world by offering

potential holders a better-defined and more predictable future income stream from the company’s existing

business, as well as various projects capitalised into a digital financial instrument.

All existing assets were transferred directly or indirectly through full daughter companies owned by BoB Eco

Ltd. as existing assets. The financial resources raised under the project are now being used to expand the

existing assets. Because of the equality of the number of shares and coins as well as the equality of the assigned

rights, the number of BOBCs reflects a proportionately corresponding share to the holder of the coins in the

assets or equity of BoB Eco ltd.

The core reward to BOBC holders is the income from dividends, together with the significant potential for

capital gains, as a result of the business growth from the advancement of funded Boda Riders, and

unprecedented mobility as well as liquidity of the crypto instrument through the BoB Eco Program proprietary

platform and expected listings.

With a minimum investment amount of 100 US Dollars, our BoB Coin program is positioned as a unique

opportunity to purchase coins/tokens of already existing assets. It is an easy way to purchase, hold, receive

possible dividends, and gain profits from the value fluctuations of BOBC. Besides the accessible minimum

investment there are more benefits as highlighted below:

THE BOB COIN (BOBC)

ASSET-BACKED TOKEN

BoB Coin is an asset-backed token in a market currently dominated by tokens lacking intrinsic value. Hence,

BOBC is poised to take the lead in what the world considers the future of investments and wealth generation.

SUSTAINABLE TOKEN

BOBC is an evergreen vehicle that allow the company reinvests all or a large part of the cash flow from

operations into new opportunities. More interesting is the fact that our solutions are driven toward sustainable

innovations as reflected in our green motorcycle project.

There cannot be a secondary market within the framework of a private offer of securities, still, people can sell

tokens on their own through P2P transactions. At the inception of the STO, no secondary market trading of the

Tokens will be available, however, we intend to create a marketplace with strategic partners to provide Token

holders with the ability to exchange their assets, thus potentially increasing liquidity.

LIQUIDITY



Our STO will be based on an audited smart contract generating the requisite tokens (RBZ). Purchases will be

made in crypto-assets, either ETH or Stable Coin. Our Token will rely on the widely used Ethereum Network and

the ERC2011 standard protocol, the most established Blockchain-based smart contract technology to date. The

use of ERC20 in the creation of digital tokens has been proven to be efficient as confirmed through other STOs.

By relying on the Blockchain technology, BoB Eco Ltd. aims to eliminate several bureaucratic procedures and

increase cost-efficiency as compared to general costs derived from financial investment programs. It is

important to emphasise that, in contrast to many ICOs, the funds raised during the STO will not be retained by

the company (BoB Eco) and shall be used to invest into Target Assets in accordance with the Fund Distribution

Plan. Every investor that is purchasing our security token (BOBC) gets a unique opportunity to become a co-

owner, token/coin-holder of BoB Eco Ltd. and therewith becomes a co-owner of thousands of “individual

independent Boda driver companies”, who operate in multiple cities and areas across multiple countries.
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OUR SECURITY TOKEN OFFERING (STO)

VALUE-DRIVEN TOKEN

Over time, it is expected that BOBC reflects the appreciation of the fair value of the Target Assets. This will

become more evident as soon as secondary trading is available.

TOKEN SALES & DISTRIBUTION PLAN

Through a notarised agreement one token is made equal to one share of BoB Eco Ltd. and grants equal rights

to a BoB Coin as to shares or One token is equal to one share of BoB Eco Ltd.

A total of 100 million BoB Coin tokens (BOBC) is set to be issued – 100,000,000 is equal to the total quantity of

Company shares of BoB Eco Ltd.



Upon the initial purchase of BOBC, the tokens will be frozen for 365 days, then on a monthly basis - starting from

2% per month, the tokens are thawed, and then go into free circulation. Hence, the BoB Coin can be in the

following 3 states: 

1.    Liquid token (can move freely between accounts) Normal state

2.    Frozen token (immediately after the purchase, the tokens are in the state of the frozen token and then 

defrost on schedule)

3.    The thawed token is laid down for Staking to receive passive income (programem in development)  

Defrosting BOBC is carried out according to the following schedule:

Each individually committed purchase or marketing charge is thawed.
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SALES SCHEDULE

The 100 million BoB Coin tokens (BOBC) will be issued in 10 stages:

TOKEN STATES AFTER PURCHASE

*Due to the strong organic growth of the balance we take a relatively large price range
into account while we plan 6 months periods per fase.

*

Stage 1 (10M coins):
1 Febr., 2021 - 
15 Febr., 2021 

Stage 2 (10M coins):
15 Febr., 2021 - 
28 Febr., 2021 

Stage 3 (10M coins): PRE-STO 
1 March, 2021 - 
15 March, 2021 

Stage 4: STO
Available to public 

market 

10 million BOBC tokens at the
price of $0,10 - $0,15 (USD) 

10 million BOBC tokens at the
price of $0,15 - $0,75   (USD) 

10 million BOBC tokens at the
price of $0,75 - $8,00 (USD) 

*

After each stage, a maximum balance of 10 million tokens will remain at the disposal of the final beneficiaries.

From 15 March, 2022, a maximum of 10 million BOBC tokens will be made available to the market on each six

months at prices that correlate with the market value, due to the decision of the final beneficiaries and the board

of directors of BoB Eco. 
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The free circulation of the token with fiat currencies and other cryptocurrencies is planned through STO

exchanges or by means of P2P exchange.

A participant of the program will be able to sell all defrosted BOBC on a crypto-exchange and the program is

also planning to create the possibility of staking. The participant is then able to put them in a stake on the

Blockchain to receive additional passive income besides the planned dividend paid by Bob eco ltd to it's

participants.

STO FUND DISTRIBUTION PLAN

To ensure that our token holders have an advanced experience of the crypto-market and its associated

benefits, we have designed the BOB digital platform that offers safe token storage, P2P transactions, Future real-

time staking capabilities (still to be developed), communities engagements, and the opportunity to trade on

external exchanges.

THE BOB TOKEN PLATFORM
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We intend to keep our operations transparent and as such, build more trust for current and prospective

participants which will bolster our market position and make us a point of reference for genuine investment in

the crypto-and-green world.

To this end, token holders will vote in majority to determine the percentage of profit payable on dividends per 6

months, giving them absolute power as a community with common interests and goals.

BoB Coin Market Position Strategy

BOBC is set to become the token for all, as it provides individuals the opportunity to actively benefit from a

broad portfolio through the acquisition of an affordable fraction of shares.

AFFORDABILITY

In addition to the chances offered by entering the BoB Coin program with smaller amounts, each participant

can also enlarge their participation (number of coins) by inviting other people. In this way, participants can

receive bonuses in extra coins or cash, calculated through the sise of transaction carried out by the new

participant. 

Furthermore, the referral program will bolster P2P enlightenments and enable the company reach more

prospective-participants, presenting beginners to experienced investors with an offering that suits their needs.

REFERRAL PROGRAM

BoB Eco will give good attention to both physical and virtual trainings or meetings, as the company rely on

feedbacks for future developments and decision-making. These trainings and presentations will also be given

during planned webinars with clear explanations. Questions and requests will be handled during the quarterly

planned meetings where every participant can join virtually.

PHYSICAL AND VIRTUAL TRAININGS

BoB Eco will give good attention to both physical and virtual trainings or meetings, as the company rely on

feedbacks for future developments and decision-making. These trainings and presentations will also be given

during planned webinars with clear explanations. Questions and requests will be handled during the quarterly

planned meetings where every participant can join virtually.

COLLABORATIONS OR PARTNERSHIPS
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To keep track of our achievements and coming milestones, we always maintain a roadmap that serves as a

guide for driving our efforts and resources. Below is a summarised representation of BoB Eco roadmap in-line

with our social impact:

ROADMAP

2018 -
Date

2018 -
Date

2021 

2022 

2023... 

2017 The Launch of BoB
Operations 

1 million people have 
access to water

1,500 individuals 
now go to school

1,200 square meters 
of trees are planted

50,000 children are 
enrolled in sports

500 children are
povided with shelter

1,500 familier now
feeds better

BoB Coin token is 
listed on compliant 

blockchain securities 
exchanges

Motorcycle Portfolio
Reaches 50,000 active

Boda

Motorcycle Portfolio 
Reaches 200,000 

active Boda

200,000 families get a
stable income

400,000 children will
be enrolled in school

500,000 people will
have access to

medical care

KEEPING AFRICA 
CLEAN
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The BoB Coin program is at the heart of our business ecosystem, hence, this tool gives our communities the

opportunity to become a co-owner of a portfolio of independent drivers or proprietors, which at the start of the

listing has an independent valuation of more than 150 million US dollar.

The current valuation is based on the autonomous growth of the company’s current assets in the first six

months after the organised and already fully underwritten (sold out) pre-STO phase 1 and 2. With the first 2

phases being sold out in both cash and non-cash transactions, BoB Eco is given the opportunity to allow its

assets and income organically grow at a rate of over 15% per month.

With the opportunity to have at least 50,000 active Bodas in 2021, we now aim to reach a Target Asset Level of

$ 1,000,000,000 or more within 2 years. 

With millions of motorcycle taxis active in Africa, the market potential for electric motorcycle taxis is enormous

and unlimitedly scalable. The sector is on the verge of exponential growth as public authorities recognise the

critical role e-mobility plays in climate resilience and as companies validate the game-changing impact of PAYG

(Pay-As-You-Go) on productive use equipment.

BoB Eco further intends to fund as much people as possible (in compliance with our proven financial

requirements) in disadvantaged areas to start as “Independent Boda Riders”, through the support of the crypto

community.

The members of the crypto community on the other hand, who participate (in) directly and transparently will

receive income streams and capital gains from the funded riders through BoB Eco Ltd.

THE FUTURE

Investing in an already-operating business venture is the most convenient move for lots of investors due to the

assurance of profit, however, the cost of such investments will make it an impossible choice for low-income

earners. 

BoB Eco Ltd. has broken this barrier with the adoption of Blockchain technology which it used in tokenising its

equity to provide affordable investment opportunities to individuals and partners from different economic

environments.

The drive towards sustainability remains a core objective of all our projects and with the introduction of our new

electric motorcycles, maintenance and leasing services across the African markets, we are certain of rapidly

growing our current offerings across these market into a resilient wealth empire on the global market.

In general, we consider our program as a unique opportunity for everyone to become a co-owner or

shareholder in multiple countries’ operational social company who combines charity, eco-investing, positive

economical drive, and a large economic growth to develop great opportunities for small, middle and large

investors around the world. Simply put, BoB Eco Ltd. offers investments opportunities with high profitable

chances but with a green and charitable approach.

CONCLUSION
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AN EXPERIENCED TEAM

BOB ULTEE
Serial Entrepreneur, inventor, author, and co-founder of BoB Eco Ltd.

He is the author and creator of the BoB Eco Programme, the BoB Community, and BoB entrepreneurial courses

for independent BoB Boda Businesses.

Bob is a dream master, multi-disciplinary professional investor and businessman. He is also a Finalist of Ernst &

Young “Entrepreneur of the Year Election” and first entrepreneur who made a reverse listing on the EURONEXT

(Dutch Stock Exchange) in 20 years.

He remains a Bestselling Author, appreciated lecturer, bespoke businessman with more than 25 years of

business experience in multiple business fields.

BJORN DE JONG
Head of R&D at BoB Eco Ltd.

Living in China since 2006, he is the head of development for the optimisation and electrification of the Suzuki

AX 100 Motorcycle project.  He oversees the activities of the research and development group, ensuring the

R&D budget objectives are met, while maintaining a strong and competitive consumable innovation portfolio.

RIEN KORNEGOOR
Head of Expansion at BoB Eco Ltd.

Working from numerous African countries since 2017, he is in charge of expansions and ensures the rapid

growth of our portfolios in emerging markets. He also directs and coordinates business and departmental

activities across production, pricing, sales, or distribution. Rien further oversees administrative activities directly

in relation to making products or providing services, preparing staff work schedules and assigning specific

duties.
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The company provides not only any guarantees with respect to value growth but also on world exchanges. The

company does not guarantee that the use of BOBC, BoB Coins or BoB tokens will meet the requirements of the

user, which will be continuous, accessible at any time, safe and error-free. Any links to third-party sites cannot

be approved by the Company for any products, services or information presented on them. The company does

not guarantee the accuracy of the information provided on such sites. In addition, the Company should not

control user agreements and privacy policies of third- party sites.

Investment Risks

The risk of the Customer incurring financial losses due to the entry into force of new or changes to existing

regulations. Legal risk also includes the possibility of the Investor incurring financial losses due to the absence

or ambiguity of regulatory acts directly or indirectly regulating activities in the securities market.

Investments in crowd investing projects are associated with a high level of risk, this Notice describes the most

common types of risk, their list, however, is not exhaustive.

RISK FACTORS RELATING TO LEGAL AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

The Company is not liable for losses incurred by the Client as a result of economic risks:

1.1. Price risk - the risk of the Investor incurring financial losses due to adverse changes in  the prices of 

financial instruments and investment items.

1.2. The instability of financial markets - a decrease in the liquidity of financial instruments, items and 

objects of investments and the impossibility of their implementation.

ECONOMICAL RISKS

The risk of the Customer incurring financial losses due to the entry into force of new or changes to existing

regulations. Legal risk also includes the possibility of the Investor incurring financial losses due to the absence

or ambiguity of regulatory acts directly or indirectly regulating activities in the securities market.

LEGAL RISKS
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1. The client assumes the risks associated with malfunctions of software, telecommunication equipment 

and other technical problems;

2. The client is obliged to store passwords and be sure that third parties will not get access to the Personal 

Account;

3. Any user should take care of the safe storage of their private keys from crypto-wallets,since there is a risk 

of theft of account data and the transfer of tokens without permission.

4. The client is aware that the information transmitted in unencrypted form (via e-mail, instant messaging 

service) is not protected from unauthorised access.

TECHNICAL RISKS

When buying tokens, it is possible that a third party can impersonate a token issuer and provide a fake

cryptocurrency address to steal cryptocurrency or fiat funds from the buyer.

The user must request the latest information about the services from the developer of this Blockchain.

RISK OF FALSE

The Company is not liable for losses incurred by the Client as a result of force majeure circumstances: military

operations, terrorist acts, natural disasters, foreign exchange interventions, decisions of authorities and

management and other circumstances related to force majeure.

FORCE MAJEURE CIRCUMSTANCES




